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1. Introduct ion
In recent years interest has arisen in connection with the thin alloy films of Al

and Pd. Such films are created by deposition of > 0.5 ML of Al onto Pd(001) and
annealing to 750-950 K. The structure has been investigated using LEIS [1] and
shows a p(2x2)-p4g clock reconstruction. A structure was proposed consisting
of a clock-rotated Pd top layer over a c(2x2) Al-Pd underlayer. This paper
presents a simulation study of the structure and energetics of Al dissolution into
the Pd(001) surface using the embedded atom method (EAM) [2].

2. Method and Results
There is only one set of EAM potentials for aluminum-palladium systems in

the literature [3], referred as the CY set. In this work we also make use of Al and
Pd potentials of Johnson and Oh (JO) [4] and those of Voter [5]. Since they have
not fitted the cross interaction between Pd and Al we use geometric mean for the
cross term. To establish the exact interatomic Al-Pd potentials, parameters in

Table 1: The heat of formation or solution AH for Al-Pd phases, given in eV,
obtained with the use of various potential sets, and from Miedema alloy theory,
a is the lattice constant of the phase calculated for each of the potentials while
the last column is its value predicted by the Vegard law. The units of a are A.

binary phase
Al3Pd (Ll2)
AlPd (B2)
AlPd (Ll0)
AlPd3 (Ll2)

Al in Pd
Pd in Al

CY
AH
-0.48
-0.43
-0.64
-0.44
-2.92
-3.25

a
4.038
3.23
4.012
3.970

JO
AH
-1.06
-1.73
-1.73
-1.50
-8.60
-4.39

a
3.98
3.12
3.94
3.88

Voter
AH
-0.44
-0.60
-0.64
-0.49
-1.98
-1.83

a
3.91
3.06
3.86
3.86

Mied.
AH
-0.57
-0.87
-0.87
-0.54
-1.83
-1.94

Veg.
a

4.00
3.14
3.96
3.93

the potentials should be changed until the structure predicted by the potential
agrees with known Al-Pd structures. However, there is a lack of experimental
data suitable for fitting the Al-Pd interaction. This was overcome by assuming
the existence of predicted (but not observed) cubic structures such as Al3Pd and
AlPd3 which have a Ll2 structure, AlPd with Llo and B2 structures, and fitting
the results of simulations to the alloy heats of formation, taken from Miedema
theory of alloys [6]. Since this work is primarily motivated with modeling clock
reconstruction on Al/Pd(001), the JO set for Al and Pd were combined so as
to reproduce the surface reconstruction. This has not been possible with the
use of the Voter potentials. On the other hand the Voter potentials give a good
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agreement with Miedema alloy theory. In Table 1 the heats of formation of the
predicted Al-Pd phases as obtained with the use of CY, JO, and Voter set are
compared with those predicted from Miedema alloy theory. The values for the
lattice parameters are also given as calculated from these potential sets and the
Vegard law (i.e. the volume of the alloy unit cell is the sum of the volumes of the
elemental unit cells).

Once the potentials are known, Monte Carlo (MC) simulations and molecular
statics (MS) calculations of Al mixing into the surface and subsurface layers of
Pd(OOl) are carried out in order to find the optimum structure.

In order to simulate the Pd(OOl) surface a slab geometry is employed. The
calculations utilize a p(10 x 10) supercell with periodic boundary conditions in
the two directions parallel to the surface. The cell consists of ten atomic layers.
As a first step the zero-temperature energetics of a single Al substitutional atom
in a layer of the Pd(001) cell are computed by MS. In MC two types of modifica-
tions are taken into account. First, the atoms are spatially displaced in random
directions. Second, every atom is allowed to change its chemical identity during
the course of simulations. Each simulation considered the total of forty million
modifications. The simulations are performed at temperatures of 300, 600, 750
and 900 K, with spatial displacements of the atoms up to 0.2 A allowed. Initially
the periodic cell contains only Pd atoms, while the Al atoms are created in the
course of a simulation.

Table 2 presents the energy of a substitutional Al impurity atom in top three
layers of the Pd(001) slab relative to the energy of that impurity in the bulk,
calculated by MS. The CY set appears to favor a bulk mixture of Al in Pd,
while the JO set strongly favors Al in the second layer. The differences are much
less significant with the Voter set. None of the sets favors the impurity in the
first layer, consistently with experiments. MC simulations reveal that the CY

Table 2: The total energy (in eV) of a single Al impurity in the first three layers
of the Pd(001) slab relative to the energy of the impurity in the bulk.

Atomic
1
2
3

layer CY
0.68
0.77
0.21

JO
0.
-0
-0

47
71
02

Voter
0
0
-0

23
03
.02

set does not prefer intermixing of these two elements at all. Regardless of the
temperature and the choice of chemical potentials, using the CY set the result is
the segregation of Al and Pd phases or, at low Al concentrations, agglomeration
of Al. However, with the use of Voter set, an ordered multilayer surface alloy
consisting of alternating pure Pd layers and c(2x2) Al-Pd layers is created by
MC simulation throughout the unconstrained layers of the slab. If the chemical
potentials are chosen to generate the Al concentration equivalent to 0.5 ML,
the MC run produces a structure with a c(2x2) Al-Pd underlayer under a pure
unreconstructed Pd top layer. After subsequent MS relaxation it is found that
Pd atoms in the underlayer are buckled upward by 0.02 A relative to Al. The use
of the JO set also results in the creation of Al in certain layers. However, it is
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interesting to note that, with the use of JO set, the structure of the second layer
becomes more regular c(2x2) as the temperature increases from 300 to 900 K,
as shown in Fig 1. Likewise, the clock reconstruction of the top layer becomes
more clear with the increase of temperature. After MS optimization a clock-
displacement of 0.38 A is obtained in the top layer, with a Pd upward buckling of
0.08 A in the second layer. The JO set is the only alloy potential that reproduces
the experimentally observed Pd(001)-p(2x2)-p4g-Al structure.

Figure 1: The snapshots of a randomly selected configuration from the MC simu-
lations of the Al/Pd(001) surface at different temperatures using the JO potential
set. The dark (light) spheres are Pd (Al) atoms. Upper left panel - T = 300 K.
Upper right panel - T = 600 K. Lower left panel - T = 750 K. Lower right panel
- T = 900 K.
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4. Discussion and Summary
No reliable alloy potential for Al-Pd systems has yet been published in the

literature. The only published potential, the CY set, in this work gave less
satisfactory results than two potentials (Voter and JO) which have been generated
in a simple manner from elemental Al and Pd potentials. For example, for the
B2 phase the experimental lattice parameter of 3.05 A is noticeably smaller than
that of the Vegard law. On the other hand Table 1 shows that the CY set yields
lattice parameters which are too big, exceeding those of the Vegard law. The
CY set also favors segregation rather than the mixing between Al and Pd. The
results from the Voter set are in a good agreement with Miedema alloy theory.
The Voter set also gives a lattice constant for the B2 phase in a good agreement
with the experimental value, while the other lattice parameters are also below the
Vegard law values. The JO set is in good agreement with the Vegard law, but the
values for the heats of formation and solution greatly exceed those of Miedema.

Only the JO set has given partially good results when applied to Al/Pd(001)
alloying. Firstly, it strongly favors the creation of Al impurities in the second
layer. Secondly, it is capable of reproducing the desired top layer reconstruction,
with the second layer stoichiometry as in the experiment. It is interesting to
note that this structure becomes more ordered with the increase of temperature
up to 900 K. Larger buckling of Pd in the second layer is obtained with the JO
set, compared to that obtained with the Voter set. This may imply that the top
layer reconstruction is a consequence of buckling. Since the experimental data
for the Al-Pd alloys are insufficient to generate such a potential, more data must
be extracted from first principles calculations.
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